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Racking 7
A Capability Task for product design

Line of interest – storage

To design and make a storage rack that will hold one of the following:
compact discs; spice bottles; books; wine bottles. The overall structure
should be based on a theme taken from this list: horizontal; vertical;
folding; sliding; rotating; free-standing; stacking.

Storage is a basic requirement in the home and in the workplace. People
need to be able to store and retrieve items with ease, so access to the
objects being stored is a key issue. Many items come in specific
dimensions, for example, all compact discs share the same size (with

the exception of double albums). The product needs to be suitable for sale
in a retail organisation such as Habitat or Ikea so the design will need to
adopt the ‘house style’ of the chosen retail outlet.

• to enable students to analyse products to inform their designing and
making

• to develop an understanding of structures

• to teach the communication techniques needed to describe the
overall form, parts, action and assembly of a product

• to enable students to develop high-quality making skills and consider
manufacturing issues in their designing especially the use of jigs with
machining techniques.

technical
Students should consider how accuracy and good finish can be
maintained throughout the making process.

economic
Students should consider the feasibility of batch production runs to
meet small markets.

aesthetic
Students should compare the visual and tactile qualities of
contemporary mass produced and craft-produced furniture.

moral
Students should consider the worth of producing highly expensive,
one-off items of furniture which very few people can afford to buy.

social
Students should be aware of how people use various storage facilities.

environmental
Students should consider the life cycle of products and think how
recycled materials could be used within their products.

A racking device for specified items (compact discs, spice bottles,
books, or wine bottles) produced as a high quality working prototype
in resistant materials. It will be based on a theme taken from the
following: horizontal; vertical; folding; sliding; rotating; free-standing;

stacking. It will need to adopt the house style of the chosen retail outlet.
Students may use knock-down fittings, traditional jointing methods or
a mixture of techniques.

The task

Task setting

The aims of the task

Values

Nature of the product

• understanding structures – structural elements, optimising their
performance, assembly into a design that achieves the required
strength, stiffness, stability, rigidity and flexibility

• knowledge of materials – properties, forming, joining and finishing
techniques

• knowledge of machinery and jigs suitable for batch-production
methods.

• a wide range of resistant materials in suitable forms

• for working with metal – tube bender, box folder, braising or welding
equipment

• for working with wood – technician support in the use of a bandsaw
or circular saw

• a wide range of knock down fittings

• suitable jigs and fixtures.

Technical knowledge and understanding

Specialist tools, materials and equipment
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maths
• accurate measuring, calculating prices and costs.

science
• relevant properties of materials: stiffness, strength and density;

relevant concepts: forces, equilibrium of moments, centre of gravity.

art
• analysis of the visual style of retail outlets to identify key features.

IT
• use of spreadsheets in costing different scales of production.

economical and industrial understanding
• rationale for manufacturing design decisions can be explored in

terms of economies of scale and modern manufacturing methods.

To enable students to analyse products to inform their designing
and making:

• SRT 1 Identifying needs and likes

• SRT 2 Using a database

• SRT 3 Design briefs and specifications

• SRT 5 Attribute analysis.

To develop an understanding of structures:

• StRT 1 Cable-stayed bridge

• StRT 3 Designing and making structures to support candles.

To teach the communication techniques needed to describe the
overall form, parts, action and assembly of a product:

• CRT 1 Communicating ideas to the client

• CRT 2 Communicating ideas to the maker.

To enable students to develop high quality making skills:

• LIRT 3 Seating: a sculpture with useful joints

• LIRT 4 Storage: vacuum forming.

‘Designing our surroundings’ (Student’s Book, page 24),
‘House of card ‘(Student’s Book, page 62). 

To enable students to consider manufacturing issues in their
designing:
‘Manufacturing products’ (Student’s Book, page 64).

Useful Resource Tasks

Useful Case Studies

Design brief

Design sketches

Specification

Cross-curricular links

To design and make a storage rack that will hold one of the following:
compact discs; spice bottles; books or wine bottles. The overall
structure should be based on a theme taken from this list: horizontal;
vertical; folding; sliding; rotating; free-standing; stacking. The product

needs to be suitable for sale in a retail organisation such as Habitat or
Ikea so the design will need to adopt the ‘house style’ of the chosen
retail outlet.

What the product should do:

• store the specified object safely

• allow easy access

• allow easy replacement.

What the product should look like:

• be in keeping with the style of the other furniture sold by the retail
outlet.

Other features:

• be suitable for small-scale batch production

• meet appropriate British Standards and EEC regulations.
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Working drawing




